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cookies.The Mets’ offseason-ending transaction of the day is the one that adds more intrigue to what’s already been a
wild off-season. Baserunning king and human highlight reel José Reyes is in the lineup tonight against his old club. The
Mets open their exhibition season today against the Cubs at Citi Field, but they’ll do so without Reyes. The shortstop has
been suspended for a one-game ban for the actions he took after hitting into an Energen egg on July 3. In an effort to get
the egg off the field, Reyes reached for it and hit a Mets fan in the head. From that point forward, Reyes and the Mets
agreed to go their separate ways. Today’s game is Reyes’ first since he committed the faux pas. He’s been suspended and
will play first base, meaning the Mets will be without their 2006 MVP. Reyes’ absence certainly makes a World Series
hangover look more possible. Reyes will be available for the Mets to start the season, with the chance to make his first
appearance of the year at some point later this month.AMC has a good podcast. Free the furniture. Really, it's an
awesome podcast, which is like a daily highlight reel of moments in pop-culture history. Each episode is a bit different.
They cover several different types of topics, but often they start with one and end up with a little snippet of random
history by the end. What you do is you type in a name. You know, like: Today is the anniversary of George
Washington's birthday. [Starts on music video from Springsteen, "Light of Day" and news report.] It's crazy, because
that thing happened in 1789 and it's still being recalled today. It makes me think about how much this country has
changed in only a hundred years. It has happened, and what better way to play with that than to find out how the name
of America came to be edd6d56e20
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